
Official League Rules

DJ Trivia leagues     run for 14 weeks  

1. Each location is it's own league.
2. By this we mean each team must claim a “home” location.
3. If you play at the same location more than once a week, one night will be considered 

your league standings while the second may accumulate bonus points, as described 
below.

4. Each week the top three teams will continue to win the first, second and third place 
prizes at the location they are playing.

5. At the end of 14 weeks each teams top 10 scores will be tallied.
6. We will send the top 3 teams from each location to one of three playoff games. The top 

5 teams from each of those games will move on to the “Grand Championship”. The 
previous year's champions get a bye into the championship for a total of 16 teams.

7. A team must compete a minimum of four league weeks to qualify for play-off status.
8. A team must use the same team name during a league period.
9. Teams are responsible for acquiring and turning in bonus points at each location. 

Bonus points only count toward league standings not daily game standings and will be 
entered after the daily game has concluded.

10.Teams are only allowed to bring their average number of players throughout the league 
(we keep track and round, example: Team So and So average 6.6 players so they can 
bring 7 to the championship).

11.DJ Trivia reserves the right to change league rules without notice.

No Recruiting
DJ Trivia tracks how many players are on each team every week.  Recruiting other players 
from other teams who didn't make it to the next level or recruiting extra players for play-off 
gain will not be allowed. If your team normally has, for example... 4 players during 
the league you will not be allowed to bring 8 to the play-offs and Championship.

No Tolerance
No electronic devices allowed.  We didn't say "If we catch you", we said “NO ELECTRONIC 
DEVICES ALLOWED!”  If you have an electronic device, book, paper or anything else that 
could be mistaken for a study material we strongly suggest you power it down and put it away. 
There will be no warnings.  If we even catch a glimpse of any of these items during the play-
off or Grand Championship your entire team will be eliminated, no questions asked.  Again, if 
they are sitting on your table in front of you regardless if they are on or not, your team will be 
DQ'd.



Bonus Points Described
As outlined above, every team must claim a "HOME" location. We are going to describe two 
scenarios in which teams may accumulate bonus points by playing DJ Trivia up to three times 
per week. 

1. If you travel to play DJ Trivia at another (NOT YOUR "HOME") location in the same
week (2 nights of DJ Trivia fun) you can see your DJ Trivia host at the "guest"
location for a "50 point bonus" card to take back to your "home" location the next
week.

2. If you play at three locations in the same week you'll simply turn your 50 bonus points
into100 bonus points by turning in the 50 point card to your trivia host for the 100
bonus point card.  It must be turned in on the same day of play to receive your
additional bonus points.

3. From time to time we may also offer special bonus offers at select locations.

4. You may only play one card per week at your home location and it is to be played
AFTER the weekly prize is given away. Bonus points only count toward league
standings not daily game standings and will be entered after the daily game has
concluded.




